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Preface

In this monograph, Marilyn Buckley and Owen Boyle describe, and illus-
trate with numerous examples from writers of many ages, the technique
of cognitive mapping. This technique, combining both the verbal and
visual abilitix of the students, increases their flow of ideas and aids their
planning of stories, plays, reports, or essays. Easily taught to students at
any grade level and any ability level, mapping is an extremely valuable
new tool for teachers to use to help students learn to write.

James Gray, Director
Bay Area Writing Project
School of Education
University of California, Berkeley
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Mapping and Thinking

MARILYN HANF BUCKLEY

From any perspective, writing is the most difficult language process.
The demand that writing makes of logical thought and deliberate language
provokes students whether in elementary school or college to moan
as if inflicted with pain w henever the assignment is to write. Many other-
wise active students experience a temporary paralysis of both mind and
muscles whet: they are requested to confront a blank page. With pens
poised in hands. ideas frozen and locked in place, anxieties increasing
and rapidly diminishing their already small store of confidence, students--
both bright and lackluster protest to whoever will listen that they would
rather be doing something else, anything else than writing. Well intended
teachers who advise "Just get going" are, unfortunately, of little help
because that is the very thing the students can not do. We hope, in the
pjiges that follow, to offer some suggestions for helping students solve
the problem. of how to get going.

A prewriting technique many teachers have found useful is called
mapping, a preparation if you willfor the writing journey. Most stu-
aents would agree that the success of a journeybe it a backpack trip in
the Sierra mountains or a trip to Ashland, Oregon, for the Shakespeare
festival is determined, to a large extent, by the care or lack of care in
planning. And so it is in writing. Even though mapping is helpful to all
students, it is evecially beneficial for those students who have never
developed pro, edures or strategies for thinking through what they will
write about and how they will go about it. The excessive energy that these
students spend on initial decisions about organizing and beginning their
writing leaves them with little vigor for the more important tasks of making
meaning with groups of words. When applied, mapping provides students
of all grades with a simple, relatively quick way of organizing an inteilec-
tal plan for their linguistic journey. Most students, we must admit, will
never cease complaining about the difficult process of writing no matter
what activities, techniques, or procedures are developed by talented
teachers. Mapping, even though an exceptionally effective process of
organizing ideas, will probably only soften the groans.

To write well is to think well. The interrelations between thought and
language are readily observed whenever students writings resemble a
riot of ideas as in a erbal collage, with improvised and premature knots
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of confusion intricately wandering through five paragraphs. Obviously the
student's thinking is confused. No amount of noun and erb agreement or
exercises in the sixteen uses of the comma will help. Problems resulting
from disorder and nonsense are only meliorated by the imposition of
order and sense. The single reason w hy writing can make the exact man, as
Bacon suggested, is that writing, if it to be effective, depends upon that
consistency of reasoning one finds in logical thinhing. Most teachers know
that controlled and limpid discourse comes from writers w ho are lucid
and exacting in their thinking. Their real problem, most teachers admit,
is how to guide students through their initial untidy tangles of confusing
ideas to a level of writing which is clear and coherent. The technique of
mapping helps in this pursuit in that it teaches the three most important
thinking skills. recalling ideas, organizing ideas, and structuring ideas. If
students use mapping, these three cognitive skills which are basic to
writing can be readily practiced and to some degree perfected.

RECALLING IDEAS

Students do not write writing. they write ideas. The greater the quantity
and div ersity of ideas that students can choose from, the better. Before
students can decide .pon a thesis statement and select a partkular audi-
ence, they need to bring to the surface of their memories all ideas
associated with th:. topic. Working in small groups. students freely asso-
ciate or brainstorm about the topic, producing a great quantity of words
and phrases, some v aluable, some not. Students are reminded that during
free association, no judgment of worth or relevance is made. Emphasis is
on divergent thinking, fluency of ideas. diversity and c.eativity. At first
students need encouragement to have confidence that they know a lot
about the topic and should resist early elosurz of brainstorming until the
group's list is abundant with possibilities. So that everyone can quickly
accumulate a plethora of ideas, each group shares with the class, inv iting
others to take freely from the list. It rn..tters not w hich student generated
the words, vvriting is difficult and everyone needs help and suppoK from
everyone else. Very early in their relations, the teacher proposes. language
is the human experience. The more we can realize the range of possibilities
in our language, the more we can' dev clop our humanity. But development
is difficult, and we tiwe one another an intense loyalty. The class is a
community of scholars, collaborating with each other raising questions,
proposing answers, suggesting revisions or rewrites, encouraging uthers to
take risks in language or discouraging another's empty, bombastic verbosity.

If students protest this initial step of brainstorming for ideas in small
groups and sharing with one another, suggest that they compare writings
done without thzse techniques with those done after using the techniques.
By comparing the two products, many students win' soon .t,alin that if
they do not remind themselv es of what they know about the topic before
writing is begun. they will probably not recollect those ideas during the
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act of riting when the mind is prz:oLcupied with whatever language task
is at hand. The slow and many times tedious process of writing is out of
touch w ith the swift raLing of thoughts. If ideas are not to.be lost, they
need to be anchored down, made visibletvailable, and accessible to the
writer. However. quantity of ideas, no matter hot.: rich, is of little use
unless the ideas are organized and categorized into groups and labeled.

ORGANIZING IDEAS

Any classroom of students can produce an overflowing list of ideas.
But just as the students CJuld not carry dozens of books without dropping
AI of them, they can not mentilly carry dozens of ideas. The mind prefers
older to chaos. clarity to confusion, and tidiness to disarray. When
students arrange separate and dim:Tete ;deas into groups, patterns, or
logical units. they create a system which is friendly to the way their memo-
ries work.

If students ask two questions which of these idea.s go togethel".' and
Ithat that group:)- they will translate their list of words into
categories of meanings that complement the topic. Again, if students
share in small groups and give and take from each other, they will ha% e a
greater renge of possibilities for each student to choose from. A group of
students is always wiser than an individual student. But even if the students
all v% rite the names of heir categories on the chalkboard for everyone's
potential use, the task of writing is not yet accomplished.

The students are now ready to move from a general topic to a specific
thesis statement. By over% iewing the categories and all tha ideas connected
with them, the students can each select one that they individually want to
write aboin. At this stage the teaLher guides each student to decide upon
a thesis statement and the purpose of the writing and to establish a par-
tiCular audience for the piece. Ideally students will then share their
decisions ;n a small writing group *o get some response from others regard-
ing their choices,* Now the student is ready to brainstorm individually
about his thesis, bringing out of his memory all related associations. This
step is done easily and quickly because of the work done in the initial
group brainstorming. As with all lists of diverse ideas, the student cate-
gorizes his own list. These categories establish the principal parts of the
thesis. In many Lases, the categories will become the separate paragraphs
of the writing. Selecting categories and arranging them in a sequence will
enable the students,to then structure or map their ideas on their topics.

STRUCTURiNG IDEAS

On a blank piece of paper. the student draws a large geometric shape

*For suggestions on using student response groups. see Mary K. Healy. Using Student
Wratng 1?,pon.u: Grup in the Clawuum iBay Area Wnting Projek.t Curmulurn Publica.
tion No. 12).
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circle. square, and so forth in a central position for the thesis. Extending
from the center are As many lines as thele are categories. Branching from
the categories are several levels of smaller lines which represent the
suppoiting.details. It is best to use one sheet of paper so that the student
can mtellectually appreciate a comprehensive overview of the journey
about to be taken.

Being able to see at a glance how her writing wiil begin, develop, and
conclude enables the student to visualize the whole with all its related
parts. Students gain a sense of confidence and control when they complete
a comprehensive map. Every idea has its place and every place is indicatell
on the map. Some students think of mapping as an advance organizer,
others say that the map is their ideational scaffolding. Whether organizer
or scaffolding, the map helps the student to do wh'itt ev ery text on writing
advises: organize ideas.

It is not only the student who gains from mapping. the teacher does
also. As students map. the teacher can mole around the room and Lan'
see the students proposed structures of ideas, the previews of events to
come. At this prewriting stage the, teacher can question, adv ise, share
ideas. and applaud the students' designs. Readily visible are the students'
decisions the thesis statements, their main categories, the supporting
details for ec.ch category in hierarchical order, and the sequence pro-
gressing from beginning to end. Usually the teacher hart? wait anti] the
writing is turned in before she can be a thoughtful listher or interested
reader. Map making as a prewriting process provides the student with
opportunities for dialogue with the teacher or another student. The map.
a graphic, schematic arrangement of ideas, can be shared with other
students in the writing group, providing an opportunity for the authors to
explicate their proposed plans. As teachers well know. the more thinking
and talking before writing, the better the chances for writing to flow
gracefully from central to subordinate details, clearly establishing the
substance and the sense of the composition for its readers.

The technique of mapping can be grasped in a single lesson. Students
need only to respect a fey, principles: a map is visual, one can easily see
the development of idcas, the ideas flow from main or primary ideas to
secondary which in turn branch out into tertiary ideas and so forth: each
idea has a place and is related to and interrelated with the whole. Each
map is unique, shaped and structured by its author. No two maps in a class
are alike because no two students think alike and mapping is a process of
thinking. Once students and teachers engage in mapping they become
curious about,its rationale and ask. %vhy does mapping work?

RATIONALE

To map is to engage in a thinking process ihvolving two types of sym-
bolic expression. presentational or non '.auage expression such as art,
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and d6, unite or language expression.* As human beings our unique,
distinguishing attrkbute is out extraordinary iftnate ability to translate
expertenLes symbohLally. 'I he philosophy of symbolism began with Kant
and was developed by Cassirer, but it was SuLanne K. Langer who skillfully
explained, in Phi losopkt In A Nen Ket. why our most primary instincts
direLt us to make meaning through symbolism. Our natural, innate pro-
pensity to symbolize provokes us to dance for joy and for rain, to decorate
walls. Laves, and clay water jugs, to design skyscrapers and coats of arms,
to weave blankets and baskets, ,c compose etudes, symphonies, and rock

* songs. and to w rite epics. ION e sonnets, essays, and stories. Symbol making
is the definitive human activity. It is not only the way we think, it is our
tNinking. Even casuai introspectio.n.w ill reveal to us that no aspect of our
liN es is exempt from sy mbolizing. After a day of continuously sending
and receiv ing symbolic communication in work and social affairs, we toss
our weary bodies onto our beds at night, only to engage in a riotous show
of symbols in our dreams.

Dreaming i; presentational as is the N isual aspect of mapping. While
engaged in mapping. students become artists and make pictures of their'
ideas. they illustrate, so to speak. their ideational intentions. Most stu-
dcnts, particularly in secondary schools, are seldom invited to exercise
their powerful and creative visual intelligence. To see is to think visually.
The visual image is as much a thought as is the verbal image. In the
preface to Visual Thinkit 4, Arnheim writes that "artistic activity
is a form of reasoning" and the "truly productive thinking in whatever
area of cognition takes place in the realm of imagery." It is interesting to
note that our creativ e thinking is called "image" and "tion" or unagination
and that when we truly understand we often say "I see" or "I see what you
mean" If our mental roots are in the image, this may explain the speed
and delight with whiih students learn. mapping. -

In mapping, studetils can be thoughtful architects of their. own intel-
lectual blueprints. Even though it is presently fashionable to speak of the
right hemisphere of the brain as the seat of spatial, sensory, wholistic
thinking ability (Ornstein, 1972, Rico and Claggett, 1980), we do not need
to be Lurrent to N al idate our proposal. The N isual image has always been
a powerful and persuasiv e means of communication and, of course, his-
torically was tilt prerequisite for writing. The tale of cave paintings,
hierogly phics and cuneifokm "picture writing" as the portent of writing is
a tale told many times. Young children intuitively begin scribbling ideas
an,i drawing messages as their own self-imposed readiness to formal
writing. Berger, in Ways of Seeing (p. 7), commcnts: "Seeing comes
before words. The child looks and recognizes before it can speak." If we
respect developmental theories of intelligence, then students should first
see their compositions and use this N isual production as a foundation and

'See M..Buk.kley Hanf. 'Mapping. A Technique fur Translating Reading Into Thinking:.
Journal of Reading. January. 1971, p. 275.
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a guide to s..ying JO writing compositions. Many benefits accompany
visual thinking. tilt student can set, for example. the whole as well as
all its parts as one perceptual unit of thought. Apprehending the whole or
the gestalt contrasts with verbal intelligence. which is lineal. Ornstein
proposes that lineal or verbal intelligence is only one type of thinking. He
writes:

The lineal sequence of events is our own personal. cultural and
scientific construction. It is certainly convenient, and is perhaps
necessary for biological survival and the development of a com-
plex technological society but it is only one of the many poss'ble
constructions available to men.(p. 220).

By presenting the gestalt. the map presents. through its branching. an
intellectual progression of major and minor ideas complete with relations
and interrelations among the many parts. Also risible in the map is the
sequence of events proceeng from beginning through development to
conclusion. Another iiiipressise attribute of the map is that the picture
is easy to hold in memory and equally as facile to retrieve.

.Conquest over memory has preoccupied philosophers througl'out all
ages, as Yates tells us in The Art of Memory. The picture has better
staying power than the word but both images need a structure or a pattern
to connect the discrete bits of details. Descartes advocated connecting
images with one new image that united all. Descartes' "new imag" is the
visual structure of the map. If a student can recall the primary categories
of the map, all details withir. these categories a complex array of details
will be retrievable without mental burden along with the categories. All
the details of the categories "ride free" by attaching themselves to a
larger unit. Bruner, in The Process of Education, writes. "Perhaps the
most basic thing thaL can be said about human memory. after a century
of research, is that unless detail is placed in a strugtured pattern, it is

easily forgotten:. (p. 116) Ease of understanding and ease of remembering
are among the matly benefits of mapping which help explain its extra-
ordinary effectiveness as a sentational symbolic acthity. The map,
hovvever. is also serbalo and presents the students with all the advantages
of the discursive or language symbols.

DISCURSIVE SYMBOLS

In mapping, the mnemonic power of the visual is reinforced by the
verbal labels signaling each category. That is, the label or name acts as a
category which orders. regulates and pulls together similar associations.
It is the label that triggers the mind to recall all the details subsumed in
the category. Miller, in "Information and Memory." explains this principle.

Our memories are limited by the number of units of symbols we
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must master, and not by the amount of information that these
symbols represent. Thus, it is helpful to organize the material
intelligently before we try to memorize it. The process of organi-
zation enables us to package the same total amount of informa-
tion into far fewer sy mbols, and so ease the task of remembering
(p. 549).

Packaging information, to use Miller's term, is a feature of organizing.
But there is more to writing than organizing. For example, there is the
role of oral language.

When a student %rites, he is talking to himself. Ho% well he can control
his inner speech to say in an efficacious manner %hat he intedg to say
is dependent to a great extent on how well he uses oral language. Oral
language is the posverful prerequisite %ritten language ds Loban's and
others' research substantiates. Frequent and consistent praLtice in oral
language. including expressive. narrative. and transactional, is the best
preparation for fluent uritten language. In "A Guide to Developing an
Oral Language Curriculum:. I suggest a sequence of four steps. brain.torm
to generate ideas. categorize ond order ideas, draw a map and structure
ideas in an effectiv e sequence, and talk out the composition. It helps
many students to see in detail the composition before or ater the talking
out. Getting a good fit bemeen visual and verbal images usually results
in vivid, strikingly clear %riting. If students use their maps to guide them,
they can practice .isualizing in meticulous detail their compositions.
Their objective is to produce a discourse replete with striking, vivid
details of characters. fictions and settings. After these visual productions.
students again using their maps as guides-- talk out their compositions.
attempting to find intense verbal images to match their visual ones. The
oral composition is told to a partner who listens and responds. Because
oral language is rapid in comparison ith writing, students can quickly
gain a sense of %here they are going in their verbal thinking and ho%
theklanguage is performing. John Cheever comments, in the preface to
The Stories of John Cheerer. "My favorite stories are those that were
written in less than a week and that were often composed ,doud" (p. x,
emphasis added). Imaginative instruction in using oral language effectively
will do more to improve writing than grammar books will ever do. If
students can orally tell a tale or persuade or describe in event or argue a
proposition. then there is some hope that they will put up a good intellec-
tual fight when they conffom the most difficult process of language -7
writing.

In summary, a process called mapping is an agreeable way to encourage
students to organize their thinking. This graphic scheme mapping is
both visual and verbal and hence has all the advantages of those two
symbolic modes. the presentational and the discursive. In Part II below,
0%en Boyle disLusses in detail man), types of maps and uses of mapping
in written composition.

7
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Mapping and Composing

OWETI BOYLE

WHAT IS A MAP?

A map is a graphic representation ula written or oral composition
including only key words. listhg a map. students organize ideas. produce
and recehe information; and think, imagine, and create a product unique-
ly 'their own. Mapping aids cOmpp,sing and comprehending because it
teaches students to differentiate anhong primary, secondary, and tertiary
ideas, it is a simple and useful procedure for organizing speaking. writing,
listening, and reading abtMties.

When stUdents make nfaps of books, essays, or lectures they discoer
that the process makes the work accessible to them for long periods
because retention becomes easier. Mapping can precede and improe oral
discussions which are important in preparation for writing. Because I
believ the language arts must be integrated, this paper illustrates ways
to use mapping in speaking, listening, and reading as well as writing:but
the emphasis is on writing.

Mapping and the Brain

An argument can be made for teaching mapping because the process
seems to integrate functions of both hemispheres of the brain. Recent
research on the riglp and left hemispheres of the brain suggests that these
two hemispheres prbass information differently.*

The simplistic model in Figure 1 below generalizes from a complex
field of research. Because this resedrch is in its infancy, teachers should
be cautious when they make generalizations based on guBies of thc two
hemispheres. Generalizations sometimes made from recent brain research
are that the left hemisphere is intellectual, analytic, linear, Nerbal and
sequential, and that the right hemisphere is intuithe, synthetic, holistic.
notherbal and spatial. James Morrow cites Theodor Roszac in warning of
the risk of overgeneralizing:

'Because the Bay Area Writing Project publkation Balancing the Hernisphere.s Brain
Research and the Teaching of Writing discusses this research and its implications fur teachers
in detail. I will give just a brief summation of some of Ihe information.

t.



It's a -stalgering and, .not_autornatically warrantedleap from
the right hemisphere's document-ea-Visual-spatial talents to asser-
tions about the locus of art, metaphor, holistic insight and intui-
tion (Morrow, p. 75).

LEFT

Analytic
Linear
Verbal
Sequential
Intellectual

RIGHT

Synthetic
Holistic
Nonverbal
Simultaneous
Intuitive

Figure 1
Research on the Processing Roles of the Lefi and Right Hemispheres of

the Brain

Some teachers hay e related brain research to the learning modalities
of students, stating that some students have a predominantly 1dt-hem-
isphere karning style and some have a predominantly right-hemisphere
style. The theory is that the student who learns best in left-hemisphere
modes will usually process information sequentially and analytically,
while the right-hemisphere learner will process information holistically
by synthesizing. It is too early to know how helpful this view of human
learning will ultimately prove to be, but we do know that humans learn in
arying and complicated ways and that teachers need to use as many

techniques as possible to reach all students. It may be that there really
aren't as many stosi learners in our classrooms as there are different
learners. Teachers whu use mapping for the first time will discover students
writing copiously who were previously unable to generate more than a
few words. This power of mapping, as Marilyn Buckley pointed out in
part I, comes from combining the visual with the verbal.

Review:



ADVANTAGES OF MAPPING

Many students begin with linear maps. then learn to ue other non-linear
maps to show relationships between ideas and/or characters, including
mandala maps and mobile maps. The following pages contrast these kinds
of maps with a section from a traditional outline.

READING INSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

1. Word Recognition
A. Context Analysis
B. Sight Words
C. Phonic Analysis

1. Consonants
a. Single
b. Blend
c. Digraph
d. Silent

2. Vowels
a. Single
b. Digraph
c. Diphthong

D. Structural AnalYsis
II. Comprehension Techniques

A. Locating Information
B. Remembering
C. Organizing
D. Predicting and Extending
E. Evaluating

III. Fluency
A. Oral
B. Silent

Mgure 2
A Portion of a Traditional Topic Outline

A topic outline such as Figure 2 above is the simplest kind of outline.
Even so, learning how to make such an outline is difficult. Here is only a
part of the instructions from a book on writing:

Main divisions of an outline are designated'with Roman numerals
(I, II, secondary divisions with capital letters (A. B...),
subdivisions under these with Arabic numerals (1, .2, 3...), and
still further subdivisions with small letters (a, b, Each sub-

1 4rA.
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divbion is indented further. Never have one division or sub-
di-vision without a corresponding one, i.e., never use a / without
a IL an A without a B. a 1 without a 2. an a without a b. You
may, however, have subdivisions under one major division and
not another. You may also. of course, have more than two divi-
sions or subdivisions.

Many 'udents struggle with this form for weeks or months while they
might have learned mapping in a day, several of the sample maps that
follow are the first attempts by students whose ages range from seven
to sixteen years. Mapping is easy to learn and helps students see the
relationships between characters, setting, and ideas in stories they have
read, and because they can See these relatienships, they are betterpre-
pared to write about them. Seeing the whole structure of an essay or story
gives students a new power in their writing, students who simply para-
phrased stories or essays in the past begin to write about ideas they cull
fwm their maps. Elementary students use maps to aid learning in all the
language arts. Lo liege mudents use them to prepare for written and oral
exams, professional authors such as Douglas Hofstadter 1Godel. Esc lwr,
Bikhi and Tony Buzan IL'se Both Sides of Your Brain) use maps to plan
their books (see pp. 26-27). College professors use maps to help teach
writing arid reading. Teachers of deaf students use maps because they aFe

APPROACHES TO READING INSTRUCTION

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL
APPROACHES ASSESSMENT PATTERNS TECHNIQUES

BASAL EXPERIENTIAL INDIVIDUALIZED WORD ,

READER BACKGROUND INSTRUCTION IDENTIFICATION

INDIVIDUALIZED LANGUAGE LEARNING SOUND-SYMBOL
STATIONS RELATIONSHIPS

LANGUAGE
E)6)ERIENCE SMALL GROUPS STRUCTURAL

INTERESTS I
ANALYSIS

LINGUISTIC TEAM

MOTOR- LEARNING CONTEXT

LITETURE SENSORY CLUES

ABILITIES WHOLE:CLASS
INSTRUCTION COMPREHENSION

SPECIFIC

THEME READING
ABILITIES

Figure 3
A Linear Map
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A first step away from a topic outline is a linear map (Figure 3) which
really is just an outline without indentation and numbering. Students may
want to do a linear map before exploring the other possibilities of mapping,
but they should recognize its inability to show the interrelationship of
ideas.

MECHANICS, PROOFING, EDITING ORGANIZATION
4 1 \ \ \

0 6 4, tg 1 1%,:: :$ :. . '3? ":;') V
0' 4, .i`'''

41.J 0 .50. 0

USAGE AND GRAMMAR
/ /

tP 4:
O. 0 to

43-4tF4Y ci

COMPOSITION
GOALS

SYNTAX
\ \
r l4c A0 cf, 0

si% 9

STYLE CONTENT

Figure 4
A Non-Linear Map

The map in Figure 4 breaks away from the linear approach. Students
who map their thinking in this way find it easy to retain and review
pertinent inbrmation, and they find that, when planning an essay, they
can start with a simple map which g%ows organically as they make discov-
eries about their thinking.

Below and throughout the book are examPles of maps which represen
first attempts by students. These maps were selected for the wide range
in ability and age of their authors, and they illustrate how easy it is for
stadents with varying abilities to learn mapping.



The map in Figure 5 below illustrates a seven-year-old girl's first attempt
at making a map for composing.. The map was planned orally, first the
teacher illustrated how maps work by mapping a sample letter, then the
girl and the teacher talked about what the girl wanted to say to her
grandfather and grandmother. The teacher made a few suggestions, but
the map was formed and written by the student. The girl used the dap to
start her writing, as she made discoveries about her subject she enlarged
her map. The map aided her in fluency, helped her make discoveries
about her subject, and facilitated form.

Figure 5
Map for a Letter by a Seven-Year-Old
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Letter Based on the Preceding Map
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In Writing Le,s4on.> That Work W. R. Hudson explains what mapping
did for one of his beginning writers in,intermediate school:

The work below is by a student who tested out in the lowest per-
centiles. He was in my class the previous year and he did not do
at all welLAt no time did he ever write over three lines, and those
lines were often incomptiehensible.

Figure below is the student's map. It is followed by the five-paragraph
essay he composed based on the map.

Figure 7

What qualities do I look for in a iadeax person. Like a girl friend
and Boy as a friend and a parent and a teacher.
in a girl friend sweet and kind and sexy and thoughtful and
loveaby she love all things and she is helpful and theses things
I look from a girl, friend.

in a parent kind and friendly and understanding reasonable and
nice these are the thing I look from a parent.
in a boy as a friend cool and nice and helpful and understanding
these are thing that I look froma boy as a friend.
in a teacher I think that they could be helpful and intelligent and
friendly and thoughtful that what I look from a teacher

Mapping vs. Outlining

Mapping can be a prewriting, revising, or postwriting activity assisting
students in organizing. composing. and evaluating compositions. Mapping
has six advantages over outlining:

15



Mapping is easy to share.
Mapping illustrates relationships.
Mapping presents a whole structure.
Mapping is personal and idiosyncratic:
Mapping is easily learned.
Mapping moves students from fluency to form.

Mapping adds a visual dimension to our students' linear thinking, through
using this visual methods combined with their verbal abilities, students gain
a power greater than the sum of the two parts.

Review:

HOW TO MAKE A MAP

To help students get away from linear mapping it might be /iseful in
the early stages of instruction to have them think of a map as looking like
a spider. The body contains the main idea, the legs the secondary ideas
and so on. The map below illustrates this approach. Later students will

find this form too restrictive and will develop maps shaped like trees,
baseball caps or elephants, depending on their topics.
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SECONDARY IDEAS SECONDARY tDEAS
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SECONDARY IDEAS SECONDARY IDEAS

When introducing mapping to students it helps to let them take a com-
mon topic such as sports or soap and generate as many words as possible
relating to this key word. Next, they take their generated words and orga-
nize them into categories. These words are ready to be placed into a
map with the topic in the center, categories on the legs, and key words
Atached to each category. Now students are ready to write. The map will
help them write with an ease they haven't known before.

Mapping For An Autobiography

A toeful first assignment to familiarize students with.mapping is to haNe
them make a map to plan the writing of an autobiography. Using a kdown

Figure 8
Map for an Autobiography
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,

subject L. 'lames their mapping.Students place a controlling idea in the
center of their map and use brainstorming techniques until they hare
nuny childhood memories for their paper. They select their "best" inci-
dents for the map, with the central idea in the middle and supporting
incidents or ideas on the extensions. The teacher lets the students know
that as they make nevv disco% eries they may add tc or delete from their
maps.

When students complete their maps. they tell their stories to a group or
a partner. students should have opportunities to relate their stories
orally before they write. While a student tells his story, listeners map it
to give information to the speaker so he can reevaluate his organization.
Figures 8 and 9 are maps representing the first efforts of two high school
students. One is more creative than the other, but each follows the rules
of mapping to make an autobiographical map which is unique.

,
Figure 9

Map for an Autobiography

22
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Group Work and Mapping

It is often useful. in introduong mapping to students, to permi: them to
work in small groups of two to four. Mapping gis es studenb opportunities
to share their thoughts and knowledge. Through group work students
become less egycentric because they sire writing for and getting informa-
tion from an audience. The students work through their first drafts and
resisions in groups before the teacher reads the papers. Because a map
is Nisual it is easy to share, and students find maps easy to talk from w hen
giving oral presentations.

Review:

MAPPING
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THE USES OF MAPPING

There are three principal uses of mapping. mapping for composition,
for notetaking, and for comprehension.

Mapping for Composition: How to Compose an Essay or Story

When.students map for a composition, they read about their subject
if they need information, brainstorm, and categorite words and phrases,
discarding unneeded words. After students has e completed the first steps,
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the- map their information tu indicate primary, secondary, and tertiary
ideas. then they use their maps as outlines fur writing. When they have
written their essays and checked them in small groups, they can rempp
them to see and to evaluate the complete structure.

Mapping a Short Story or Play

Students may work in pairs tu develop short stories ur plays, using a
map tu facilitate the organization. The map helps students focus un the
central theme and its relationships tu plot. characters, setting. and point
of view.

CHARACTER

STORY OR PLAY

pOINT Of VIEW

pLOT

SETTING

All students think about what they are going tu write and begin selecting
significant details fur their maps. They each tell their sturies tu a partner
and revise the maps as they proceed. In the example above, the map is a
beginning, it is adjusted as the writers make discoveries about their
subjects. A map can also be made when the story is complete to illustrate
the story's unity. If parts of the story do not fit into the map, the students
know there is a need for revision. When the story is completed, the
students make copies for their group members, and the students follow
teacher guidelines fur revising. After a final revision, students prepare
the papers fur publication in the classroom library or tape them for the
rest of the class.

Maps and Book Reports: Using a Mobile Map

Students may be asked tu map a story or novel they have read and turn
their map into a mobile using key words tu describe character, setting.
theme, and their personal evaluation of a book. These mobiles hang
around the room where other students can "read" them, students may also
use their mobiles to illustrate brief oral reports. These activities encourage
students to share their books with others and to learn what others are
reading. Students may also use large butcher paper or poster paper to
make maps for the same purpose.

Once students can map stories, the teacher may want to keep a "map
mobile" with hooks so that items can be added or removed. The teacher
may add articles to the mobile to stimulate new speaking or writing
assignments. Students may want tu get into the act and should be allowed

24
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Figure 10
Mapping a Short Story

This map, by a twelfthgrade student, is the "lifeline" of the projected
main character for a short story. After constructing the lifeline, the student
focused on a crisis as the primary element of the story, using the other
incidents as background information for the author. (By Kathy Sabo,
Alameda tligh School, Alameda, California.)
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to bring their own articles for the mobile. Students nhty also tne this three
dimensional map to nhtke extemporaneous speeches based on the articles
on the mobile or to write group, partner, or individual storfes.

The map below (Figure I I), by a fifteen-year-old student, was created
in the form of a mobile ,for use by a teacher of elementary children
to faaitate oral compoition. Children use the mobile to remind them of
the important parts of the story as they tell it to their classmates. Later
the students make personal maps to illustrate their own oral book reports
or stories.

I

1144sE4 '84° GRETEL

f

<A
"\.3

Pto-r

Figura 11
"Hansel and Gretel"

A Mobile Map for Oral Composition

Mapping a Research Paper

Many students merely copy information from encyclopedia articles
for research papers because they don't know how to paraphrase or get
the main idea of an article. Mapping can help students UN ercome, these
deficiencies by forcing them to read for key words and ideas.

Students first brainstorm to generate words about a subject, categorize
their words, and begin to arrange them in- a map. Following this exercise
they go to the library to get more information on the subject, or the teach-
er may distribute an article to the entire class. Students map this artic'e
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and rely only on their maps to recall information they want to use for
their papers. After pracncing with this article, students should haN e a good
idea of how to cull information from primary and secondary sources.

The following paper by. a nine-year-old girl is a good example of what
can happen when a map is used to do a research paper, and of what can
happen when a map is not used. The girl mapped the first parts of her
paper, but neglected to map the last part. The result is original writing
in the first part of the paper, followed y copied polysyllabic words which
were incomprehensible to the girl. The mapped part of her essay is clear
and original and the unmapped part is simply copied.

Figure 12

This part of Jenny's paper was mapped first:

George Seurat did not paint pointillism, he called his painting
dhisionism and it often got mixed up with pointillism. Pointillism
lemes white sections on the canvas. And George Seurat painted
with our leaving spaces.

in his pictures he uses very many colors. Especially in his sky,
here are the colors he uses: green, blue, light blue, white, gray.
But all the different ,colors blend together to make one color.

Hs paintS of outdoor places and at the places the people are
having fun. here are the places he paints, parks, beaches, picnics
and lakes You see in his pictures people sailing, people strolling,
children bouncing balls and holding dieir mother's hand, and
people with their pets, people in shade under their umbrellas,
people fishing and canoeing. .
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This is the part of the paper which Jenny did not map:

Impressionist art is natural and direct. Seurat's paintings are stiff,
and figures seem immovable.

In the painting Courbevore Bridge the striking power of colors
based on the contrast of tones is sustained by a pattern of aspiring
verticals broken only by the hazy, distant horizontal of the bridge
and the dark diagonal of the riverbank.

The last paragraph above was copied directly out of the encyclopedia
and is incomprehensible to the girl who wrote it. Fortunately, she ended
in her own words:

I think Georges Seurat's paintings are good because of the
colors he uses and the way he uses them.

George Seurat died of diptheria at the age of 31. George Seurat
knew a lot about dots and now so do you.

Jenny, Age 9

Silent Brainstorming, Mapping, and Writing

This entire exercise is done silently. As students come into clask and
settle down, the teacher says nothing. He begins by writing a word or
phrase on the board such as "I love to write, I just can't stand the paoer-
work," then hands the piece of chalk to a student who writes a comment
on the board and hands the chalk to another student. If the teacher is

not sure the students will catch on, he may want to tell one or two students
before class so they can help get things started. The class spends the whole
eriJ filling,the blackboard with comments; the teacher may want several

pieces of chalk for this so more than one person can write at a time.
Some students may get into silent dialogues.

The sayings and words are left on the board for the next day when
students will brainstorm, map, and write short stories, dramas, or essays
based on their selections. Students then share these With the class.

Other Po:Abates

Provide groups with a map with the spaces for who, what, when,
where, and why filled in with key words for a published story or
essay. Groups write a story based on the map, compare the group
stories, and finally, read the original published version. Because
mapping uses only key words or phrases, groups have great latitude
when creating their stories or essays. This activity shows students
how to map for their stories as well as how to map to comprehend
another's story.

Show students a mounted picture or a picture on a transparency and
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tell them to map a story based on the picture. Students then tell their
storks orally or in writing.

An activity for group composition is to have small groups responsible
for each part of a short story. who, what, when, where, and why. When
each group has mapped and written its part of the story, the sections
ale combined and read to the entire class. These stories are fun and
can be repeated so each group has a chance to write each of the five
aspects of a story.

A map can illustrate the form of a short story or novel before
students read or write. Use a large map to illustrate the elements of
a tall tale, legend, or myth, for instance, before assigning students
to write one.

Using a map filled in with pictures rather than words, students write
a story or essay basing the primary and secondary ideas on the pic-
tures. These pictures help students to create short stories, essays,
or poems.

Students can write a biography or autobiography by using the map
form, hanging pictures on a mobile or glueing them to butcher paper.
The central pkture illustrates their controlling idea, the extensions
illustrate secondary and tertiary ideas. They can use pictures of them-
selves to write an athobiography, pictures of historical figures for a
biography, or randomly selected interesting pictures to create a
fictional character or my thologkal figure. In each case students share
their stories.

Have students map a television program or film in preparation for
an oral or written report. It is nearly impossible to illustrate the
relationships of characters in an outline but relatively simple with a
map.

Orally or in writing, have students compare and contrast a film such
as "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge" with the original short story
by having students map both. While it is inappropriate to ask students
to outline a film because they would miss much in this visual medium,
they can map without fear of missing key images because mapping
requires so little writing or concentrating on the paper.

With half the class blindfolded and half with cotton in their ears,
take the class for a walk. Those with cotton help the blindfolded ones
follow the teacher. Aftd the walk the class is divided into "blind"
students and "deaf" students; each group brainstorms about their
experiences on tile group walk, maps these experienc.z, and writes
a sensory monologue to be shared and compared in small groups and
with the entire class. This process gives students a chance to learn
about experiential differences and points of view in writing.
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Maps for Composing by Professional Authors and Teachers

Figures 13, 14,, and 15 below are examples of the use of mapping as an
aid to composing by adult professionals. Tony Suzan, w riting in Use Both
SideA Of Your Bnnn about the use of mappbg as a tool for notetaking
and reading comprehension, mapped each chapter of his book to illustrate
the process for his readers. Douglas Hofstadter apparently mapped the
structure of his immensely complex Gödd. L..sclwr. Bach. The map (his
term is "semantic networl.") in Figure 14 is "a tiny portion" of his map
for the book. The map in Figure 15 was created by fifth grade teacher
Mark Stephenson to aid his composing of an integrated thematic unit
for his class.

Mapping and Notetaking

Though some teachers giye students lectures on notetaking coupled
with a few practical experiences, it is an area owrlooked by many. On
many college campuses pri%ate COmpanies sell students notes on teachers'
lectures, notes which will be of little help to most students. Research'
indicates that students who take their own notes in outline form remember
more than students w ho haw the lecturer's own notes. More importantly,
research shows that students who map lectures remember fifty percent
more than students who outline lectures (Russell, 1979). In theii college

Figure 13
"Brain P,atterns II"

Map for a Chapter of Use Both Sides of Your Brain by Tony Buzan.
(Reprinted with the permission of the publisher, E. P. Dutts:n & Co., Inc.)
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Figure 15

This map, by Mark Stephenson, fifth grade teacher at Mary Farmer
Elementary School, Benicia, California, was prepared as a part of the
planning for a thematic unit integrating all school subjects.
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careers most students probably do more writing in connection with lee.
tures than with anything else, because of the research we now have on
mapping, it is extremely important for teachers to teach this skill. Of
course, usi% mapping to take notes also means that every time a student
maps a lecture he is also getting a lesson in composition.

To teach.mapping as a notetaking skill, teachers may begin by providing
students with blank map forms or maps with some key words filled in
based on a lecture or short talk they will give. Following the lecture,
students may compare maps. Students then move on to creating the form
of the map themselves as they listen to lectures.

The following map (Figure 16) illustrates the way a fifteen-year-old
girl organizt.d a lecture on phrases, clauses, and sentence types. Note that
the map not only organizes the lecture for the student, but also allows
the teacher to check the student's comprehension with a quick glance.

Cat
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one verb

independent
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no subject/verb combination
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Figure 16
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1 made the map below during a three hour lecture in a graduate course
in statistics. Beause the map required a reconstruction of the lecture, the
details are easy to remember.

Figure 17
"Statistics"

Lecture Map, Owen Boyle

Based on a lecture by Tony Vernon, University of California, Berkeley

Much of the writing students do is based on the reading they have done
for a class. Because mapping can illustrate the whole structure of a story,
essay, or chapter of a text, reealing relationships which might otherwise
go unnoticed, it is particularly useful for students to know how to apply
this technique. The maps on the following pages illustrate the variety of
forms such maps may take.
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EMILY (Lusty)

KNIGHTS TALE: ROMANTIC MILLER'S TALE: VULGAR

KNIGHT
&

MILLER
TALES

LOVE TRIANGLES

USES
ASTROLOGY TO
DISTORT TRUTH

ABSALOM

VISIONS
REVEAL
TRUTHS

Figure 18
Map comparing Chaucer's "Knight's Tale" and "Miller's Tale"
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Figure 18 is the first attempt by a student who had been given a twenty
minute introdut.tion to mapping. This student's essay follows, showing
the effect of mapping on form and content. This sophisticated paper on
the relationship between Chaucer's "Knight's Tale" and "Miller's Tale:'
written by a fifteen-year-old girl, was obviously aided by the mapping
process.

COMPARISON OF KNIGHT'S TALE AND MILLER'S TALE

After the knight finished his beautiful (and overlong) tale,
everyone agreed it was noble. The drunken miller, however,
thought he could match any tale of the knight's. At first, the two
tales seem to be totally opposite; but, after a closer look one can
find many similarities.

Both tales involve a love triangle, where two men seek the
love Of the same woman and fight for her. In The Knight's Tale
the characters are *Palamon, Arcite, and Emily. In The Miller's
Tale the characters are Absalom, Nicholas, and Alison. The
knight's triangle is very pure and romantic. The miller's triangle
is somewhat raunchier, such as Nicholas had already bedded
Alison while Absalom was still begging for her love.

Visions are used in both tales. Palamon, Arcite, and Emily
pray to the gods in an effort to guide their destiny, and Emily
sees a vision of the goddess Diana. In the miller's tale visions are
mocked. Nicholas is also using visions in an effort to guide his
destiny or his and Alison's. He pretends to have seen a vision
from the gods, telling him a great flood is coming, to trick the
carpenter into hiding in a barrel in anticipation of the flood.

Destiny solved the differences between Palamon and Arcite.
Both men won, even though Arcite died; he won Emily's hand
in marriage and then had an accident. As he lay dying he gave
Emily to Palamon. So it was in the miller's tale; everyone "won:'
so to speak. Absalom has kissed an ass, Nicholas' rear end is
severely burned, and the carpenter receives a broken arm.
Alison and Emily just sort of stood by and got the best of both
'deals.

The miller took almost every detail of the knight's tale and
twisted them into something vulgar so that they seem to be very

ldissimilar. However, after careful scrutiny, many likenesses can
be found. As a matr of fact, both stories parallel each other.\

,\
N
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FRIAR'S
HATE

SUMMONER

Condemned .

MAN
and

HORSES

HELL
and

SATAN

Serious

Condemnation

OLD
WOMAN

Figure 19
,Map Based on Chaucer's "The Summoner's Tale" .

A fifteen-year-old student made the map above (Figure 19) in prepara-
tion,for an essay on "The Summoner's Tale' Mapping the story made it
possible for him to visualize the relationships and discover a thesis for
his essay.
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MISERY ENCOURAGES INTERRELATIONSHIP

li) Subjection Causes Misery n,-,PPtession
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Figure 20
Map for an Essay onDickens' A Tale of Two Cities

A part of the paper on the map above (Figure 20) by a fifteen-year-old
student is ink.luded below. Note that the map worked for the student as a
prewriting activity which did not restrict his discoveries about his subject.

"A Tale of Two Cities" compares the cultures as well as the
people, of two great 16th century cities, Paris and London. and
the oppression of both the French and English peasants. This
oppression typifies the power of the aristocracy at the time of
these decadent societies. These societies not only permitted, but
also encouraged the wrongs against the common people. Charles
Dickens exemplifies this air of oppression, and mixes it with
anger, fear, and a general mood of revolution, in an attempt to
recreate the attitudes of the 16th century cities.

In the opening half of the book the constant fears of travelers
for highwaymen, and the general distrust among fellow travelers
typifies the unrest among the people, and the hatred and fear,
of those belonging to the ruling class. The English were also
oppressed by the aristocracy along with being heavily taxed.
Although the peoples starved, suffered, and died. the cities con-
tinued to thrive for the aristocracy.

The fears in the two cities were also widespread throughout
the country of which they were part. The fear of being falsely
accused of a national felony and the gruesome punishment was
a real fear, however, it did not outweight the fear of starvation
and disease.
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Figure 24
Mandala Map of "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge"

by Ambrose Bierce

The mandala above (Figure 24) illustrates how a student used this
pattern to help her understand a complicated short story. The more
creative students become in determining the pattern they will use to
illustrate a story, the more likely will they be able to comprehend and
write about the story.

CONCLUSION

Mapping is a powerful new tool used in writing, reading, listening, and
speaking. In the last few years mapping has been used by professional
writers such as Robert Pirsig, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance.
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Douglas Hofstadter, Gbdel. Escher, Bach, and Peter Russell, The Brain
Book, and it has been used by educators in England and the United States.
It is being used with students of varying intellectual capacities in all grade
levels. Mapping is one of the tools which all teachers should have in their
repertoires.

If we want students to generate words easily, if we want to help students
organize their essays or stories efficiently, if we want students to write
coherently, then mapping is one of the tools we will teach. As a prewriting
activity mapping helps students start writing easily, as a shaping activity
mapping helps students form their ideas, as a holistic activity mapping
helps thinkers synthesize ideas. Because it takei advantage of our verbal
and visual abilities, mapping adds a new dimension and power to all
language activities. This simple visual.technique, taught in just a few
minutes, can help all our students write better.

Using a Map to Review

If you have mapped this essay, you will find you can recall it easily.
The map_ below illustrates the potential of mapping as a comprehension
activity. Test your recall of the essay by using the map below.
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BAY AREA WRITING PROJECT

CURRICULUM PUBLICATIONS

The taliforma High School Propcieno Etaininatton. Eva hianng the Writing Samples by

Ruby S. Bernstein and Bernard R. Tanner
The authors explain the hcthstie procedures used in evaluating the writing samples, includ-

ing student papers representing the range of student responses.

2. Independent Studs and Writing by Sarah Dandridge, John Harter. Itc,b Kessler. Miles Myers
and Susan Thomas

Addressed to teachers, parents, and students, this booklet describes various independent
study piagrams in grades kindergarten through twelve. anti focuses on writing as a way for
students.to integrate their karrij,: in such a program.

3. Formagle Writing. Writing to Assist Learning in All Subject Areas by Virginh Draper
Drapsr shows how teachers in all curriculum areas can use writing to elhant.c student

learning of subject matter.

4. (Anne On Ow The r's Ov cjiMajjj gce h oger Mudler
Describes the wa in ic .tIt a o r a Area Writing Project

was translated into e s a for ing a dt c r iti g course

ltorking Out Ideas. Predication and Other Usi..4 of Language by Josephine Miks
This ctAkction of essa)s. all on thc theme of "the power of students to compose their

thaughts and the power of teaching to help them." spans the years of Miles's thinking, teach-
ing and inspiring of teachers.

b. The Tutor and the Writing Student: A Case Study by Jerry Herman
Following the progress of a single student as she works one-to-one with a tutor in the

writing center at Laney College, Herman shows how to help the student rec9gnize and use

the knowledge she already possesses to improve her skills,

7. Expectation and Cohesion by Gordon Pradl
Pradl explicates same of the basic principles of cohesion in writing and suggests exercises

which will help students discover these principles.

8. An experiment in Encouraging Fluency by Miriam Ylvisaker
With pre- and post-writmg samples. Thisaker illustrates the resuhs of her experiment in

using a student-centered Writing Workshop class to improve the fluency of her reluctant
writers.

9. araing lor the Inexperienced Writer, Flitenm-Shape-Correctness by Marlene Griffith
Through the work of thrcc beginning writers in a college writing center, Griffith describes

the evolving rdationships between fluency and shape, and fluency and correctness in writing

10. The Ins oluntary Conversion of a 727 or CRASH: Some Wm s and Means to Deflate the
Inflated Stvle ssah a Ivesv. Look at Orwell's 'Politics and the English Language" by Flossie
Lewis

Lewis illustrates methods for teaching students to recognize dishonest language and to
write honestly themselves.

II. Writing Class, Teacher and Students Writing Together by Dick Friss
Friss traces the growth of a writer through a semester of his remedial "Writing Class"

and shows how welktructured assignments, peer writing groups, and teacher writing can help

the student writcr gain skill and confidence.

12. bung Student Writing Response Groups in the Classroom by Mary K. Hcaly
In this monograph. Heab outlines the stcps a teacher might takc to teach students to

respond in a helpful way to each other's writing and discusses how to handle prohlems which

may occur in small group work.

(Continued insidc back cover).
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13. Sequemes m Writing. GradeaK 131)) Gail Siegel. nda Chittenden,Jean Jensen and Jan Wall
This book procnts (out sequoia., fur teaching writing at four different levels, all treating

writing ASA proess with several steps. all based un the sequence of doelopment of individual
students.

14_ &laming the Henusphere. Brain Researh and iheemlung uf Writineby Gabriele Lusser
Rico and Mary Frances Claggett

The Authors survey the hterature un right- and left-hemisphere speciahzation and analyze
the impliLations of this researa fur specific classroom act1vities in a balanced writing
euniculum.

15. Mapping the Writing Journey by Marilyn Hanf Buckley Pm! Owen Boyle
Buckley and Boyle illustrate w ith man) samples the way students can use the teanique

of mapping tu assist them in rek.alling. organizing, and struLturing ideas before and dunng
writing.

' Teaching apwitory Writing by Richard Murphy
Given training in the teaniques Murphy describes in this booldet, students from third

g,ade through college can wri:e about ideas in a way that as vivid, serious, and true.

CLASSROOM RESEARCH STUDIES

1 rh, Write Occasion by Patrick Woodworth and Catharine Keech
Exploring the question Win do students write better on some mc.asiuns than un uihers:

the authors present a suLLessful classroom project and an experimental study whia led
them tu conLiude that d sense of "special occasion" can contribute tu superior writing.

2. Showing-Writing A Training Program Iv HelP Students Be Spmifu. by Rebekah Caplan
and Catharine Keech

This monograph outlines Caplan's highly sucLessful shuwing. nut telbng training program
and desk.nbes the experimental study the authors undertook to demonstnue its cffeLtiveness.

3. Writing From Given Information by Stephanie Gray and Catharine Keech
Gray describes d method of teaching expository writing by asking students to organize

and Lompuse information supphed by the teacher, and Keoh explains the study the two
conducted with other teachers applying Gray's materials.

NATIONAL WRITING PROJECT OCCASIONAL PAPERS

This new series will ..ontain theuretwal papeis by nationally-known huldrs in fields related
to the act of writing.

1. Intentw or Dmoter Some Reflection.s on Prewriting by Sabina Thorne Johnson
Johnson. a rheturtuan, explores the Lurrent theories relating to prcriun and Lundudes

with a synthesis of methods useful to the teacher of composition.

2. Sel:er Mind the frees. What an English Temher Really Nt'ed iv Knos About Linguism.s
by Suzette Haden Elgin

Linguist Suzette Elgin demuhshcs myths surrounding the teak.hing of grammar and offers
in thyr plaLe a baker's dozen truths all English teadiers Lan apply to ink.rease the effeLtiveness

- of their language teaching.

3. A Modd for the composing Process by Miles Myers
In this paper Myers synthesizes the p, st t wenty years research in ..umposni_un theory and

mime psy Lholugy and suggests what 11 J isedrLh iniplies fur the teaching of Lumposition.

For idormation on pmes and ordering, write Saw! of EduLation Business OffiLe, Attention.
Publwations Department, 1615 Tolman Hall. Urns', sity of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.
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